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TOPOLOGICAL EQUIVALENCE OF FLOWS
ON HOMOGENEOUS SPACES, AND DIVERGENCE

OF ONE-PARAMETER SUBGROUPS OF LIE GROUPS

DIEGO BENARDETE

ABSTRACT. Let F and r' be lattices, and (p and 4> one-parameter subgroups

of the connected Lie groups G and G'. If one of the following conditions (a),

(b), or (c) hold, Theorem A states that if the induced flows on the homogeneous

spaces G/T and G'/Y' are topologically equivalent, then they are topologically

equivalent by an affine map. (a) G and G' are one-connected and nilpotent.

(b) G and G' are one-connected and solvable, and for all X in L(G) and

X' in L(G'), ad(i) and ad(X') have only real eigenvalues, (c) G and G are

centerless and semisimple with no compact direct factor and no direct factor H

isomorphic to PSL(2, R) such that TH is closed in G. Moreover, in condition

(c), the induced flow of <t> on G/T is assumed to be ergodic.

Theorem A depends on Theorem B, which concerns divergence properties

of one-parameter subgroups. We say <p is isolated if and only if for any ¡f>'

which recurrently approaches <fi for positive and negative time, cp equals <p' up

to sense-preserving reparameterization. Theorem B(a) states that if G is one-

connected and nilpotent, or one-connected and solvable with exp: L(G) —> G

a diffeomorphism, then every 4> of G is isolated. Let G be connected and

semisimple and <j>(t) = exp(iX). Then Theorem B(b) states that <b is isolated,

if [X, V] = 0 and ad(Y) being semisimple imply that ad(V) has some eigenvalue

not pure imaginary and not zero. If G has finite center, (b is isolated if there

is no compact connected subgroup in the centralizer of <f>.

1. Introduction. Let G be a connected Lie group, T a discrete subgroup,

<f>: R —» G a one-parameter subgroup, and </>* : (RxG/r) —► G/T, where <j>* : (t, xT)

h-> (4>(t)x)r, the G-induced flow. G/T is a homogeneous space.

Since the book Flows on homogeneous spaces by Auslander Green, and Hahn [3],

the ergodic theory and topological dynamics of these flows have been much studied

because they provide interesting examples which can be understood in this algebraic

setting. (See for example, Auslander [2], Brezin and Moore [5].) The equivalences

studied have usually been parameter preserving, measure theoretic or topological

maps. (See Parry [23], Walters [31], Ratner [27, 28], and Witte [32].) In this

paper we study topological equivalences which do not preserve the parameter. We

use results concerning the divergence of one-parameter subgroups. These results

may have their own geometric interest.
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DEFINITION. Two flows are topologically equivalent if and only if there is a

homeomorphism taking trajectories to trajectories, preserving the sense but not

necessarily the parameterization.

DEFINITION. A topological conjugacy of flows is a parameter preserving topo-

logical equivalence.

DEFINITION. Let G and G' be Lie groups and T and T' discrete subgroups. An

affine map from G/T to G/T' is a map of the form aA: xT i-> (a(Ax))V where

a £ G' and A is an isomorphism of G onto G' which extends an isomorphism of T

onto r'.

DEFINITION. Two flows are affinely equivalent (affinely conjugate) if and only

if they are topologically equivalent (topologically conjugate) by an affine map.

EXAMPLE. For a G G, the affine map 5: G/T —> G/T is an affine conjugacy

(and therefore an affine equivalence) of the flows induced by the one-parameter

subgroups 0 and acpa~l (see §2 (Lemma 1)).

DEFINITION. A discrete subgroup T is a lattice of G if and only if there exists a

finite Borel measure on G/T invariant under affine maps of the form a: xT >—> (ax)T,

for all a in G.

DEFINITION. 77 is a uniform subgroup of G if and only if G/77 is compact.

A uniform discrete subgroup is a lattice [26].

NOTATION. For any Lie group G, L(G) is its Lie algebra.

THEOREM A. Let G and G' be connected Lie groups, T and T' be lattices of G

and G', and (p* and 4>'* flows on G/T and G'/T' induced by one-parameter subgroups

4> and 4>' of G and G'. If one of the following conditions (a), (b), or (c) hold, then

</>* and 4>'* are topologically equivalent if and only if they are affinely equivalent.

CONDITION (a). G and G' are simply connected and nilpotent.

CONDITION (b). G and G' are simply connected and solvable, and, for any X
in L(G) and X' in L(G'), ad(X) and ad(X') have only real eigenvalues.

CONDITION (c). G and G' are semisimple with trivial center and no compact

direct factor. There is no direct factor 77 of G, such that both 77 is isomorphic to

PSL(2, R) and T77 is a closed subgroup of G. Furthermore, <f> must satisfy condition

c(l) or condition c(2).

CONDITION c(l). There is no compact connected subgroup in the centralizer of

<t>-

CONDITION c(2). The flow <p* on G/T is ergodic.

I would like to thank the referee for strengthening Theorem A. Specifically, the

referee suggested condition c(2), which is weaker than condition c(l), and sketched

the proof of the sufficiency of condition c(2) (see §8). The referee was inspired here

by work of Brian Marcus [16].

Theorem A generalizes a classical result in the case where G is R™, T is Z",

and G/T is the n-torus (§2). If G and G' are nilpotent, and q: G —► G/[G,G]

and q' : G' —> G'/[G',G'] their abelianization, then the one-parameter subgroups

qcp and q'$ induce toral flows (qcp)* and (q'cp1)*. Theorem A sharpens a result of

L. Auslander, F. Hahn, and L. Markus [3, p. 51]. They showed that if cp* and cp'*

are topologically equivalent flows on G/T and G'/T', then the induced toral flows

(qcp)* and (q'cp1)* are affinely equivalent.
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Brian Marcus showed that when G = G' = PSL(2,R) and cp and cp' are unipo-

tent, then topologically equivalent flows are topologically equivalent by an affine

map [16]. Theorem A does not imply Marcus's result, but it does imply a similar

result when G = G' = SL(3,R) (§10(g), Example (12)).

Let G = G' = PSL(2,R). Then there exist homogeneous spaces G/T and G/T'

with G-induced flows cp* and cp'*, such that cp* and cp'* are topologically equivalent,

but not affinely equivalent, and not topologically conjugate. Furthermore, there

is no constant reparameterization of cp'* which would make the flows topologically

conjugate (see § 10(h)). The limits of Theorem A are also indicated by certain

examples where G is solvable (§10, Examples 3, 4, and 5).

The restriction on eigenvalues in Condition (b) insures that isomorphisms of the

lattices extend to isomorphisms of the Lie groups, and that exp: L(G) —> G is a

diffeomorphism (see §10(f)). The restrictions on G, G', T, and T' in Condition (c)

insure that the Mostow rigidity theorem can be applied to show that isomorphisms

of the lattices extend to isomorphisms of the Lie groups. For G satisfying Condition

(c), the Moore ergodicity theorem [20], completely characterizes those cp for which

cp* is ergodic. For example, if G is simple and cp has noncompact closure, then cp*

is ergodic (see §8 for more detail).

In order to prove Theorem A, in Theorem 1 we abstract and generalize a proof

of the toral case. This proof depends on the fact that one-parameter subgroups of

Rn diverge from each other. Therefore to apply Theorem 1, we need Theorem B

on the divergence properties of one-parameter subgroups.

cp is recurrently approached by cp', if there exist sequences

{tk\k £Z,t¡c G R, sign(fc) = sign(ifc), ifc —> ±oo as k —* ±00}

and

{sk\k £ Z,Sk £ R, sign(fc) = sign(sfc), Sfc —+ ±00 as k —> ±00}

such that the set {cp(t¡c)cp'(—Sk): k £ Z} has compact closure. Equivalently, cp is

recurrently approached by cp', if for positive and negative time, cp' keeps returning

to within a bounded distance of cp, where distance is induced from a left or right

invariant Riemannian metric. <p is isolated, if cp being recurrently approached by cp'

implies that cp — cp' up to sense-preserving reparameterization.

THEOREM B.   Let G be a connected Lie group and cp a one-parameter subgroup.

(a) If G is simply connected and nilpotent, or if G is simply connected and

solvable with exp: L(G) -^ G a diffeomorphism, then every cp of G is isolated.

(b) Let G be semisimple. cp(t) = exp(iX) is isolated if [X, Y] = 0 implies that

when ad(F) is semisimple then ad(y) has some eigenvalue which is not pure imag-

inary and not 0. Let the center of G be finite. Then cp is isolated if there is no

compact subgroup in the centralizer of cp.

In §2, Theorem 1 is proved. Theorem 2, which demonstrates the isolation of sub-

groups in the nilpotent and solvable case, is proved in §3. Theorem 3, which con-

cerns recurrently approaching subgroups of SL(n,R) and other semisimple groups,

is proved in §4. Theorem 3 requires Proposition 1, which reduces the problem to

Proposition 2, which deals with unipotent subgroups. Proposition 1 is in §5 and

Proposition 2 is in §6. Theorem 4, which demonstrates isolation of subgroups in the

semisimple case, is proved in §7. Theorem 5, which is Theorem A for the semisimple
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case, is proved in §8. §9 proves our main results, Theorems A and B. §10 contains

examples, counterexamples, comments, and questions.

This paper is drawn from a doctoral dissertation done at City University of

New York. The encouragement and guidance of my advisor Michael Shub were

of great help. Much inspiration came from talks with Dennis Sullivan. Martin

Moskowitz, John Smillie, and Alphonse Vasquez were generous with their time

and expertise. Communications with Jonathan Brezin, Bertram Kostant, G. D.

Mostow, and William Parry helped acquaint me with existing work in the field. A

doctoral dissertation completion fellowship in 1984-85 from the Sloan Foundation

made available the leisure to finish this work. I am grateful for the referee's careful

reading of this paper, and for the referee's comments on substance and style.

2. Theorem 1. Theorem 1 generalizes the following proof of the following

classical theorem (see [14, p. 36] for an alternate proof).

CLASSICAL THEOREM. For v and v' in Rn, let cp: t >-> tv and cp': t t-^ tv' be

one-parameter subgroups of R", and cp* : (t, x + Z") i—► tv + x + Z" and cp'* : (t,x +

Zn) i—► tv' + x + Z" the induced flows on the torus Rn/Zn. Then cp* and cp'* are

topologically equivalent if and only if there exists A in GL(n, Z) and a > 0 such

that A(v) = av'.

PROOF. Let cp* and cp'* be topologically equivalent by a homeomorphism /.

After translating if necessary, we can assume that /(0 + Zn) — (0 + Z"). Let /

be the lift of / to R". Let A = /¡z» G GL(n, Z) C GL(n,R). / takes cP to cp'

bijectively as ordered sets. Hence, A~lf takes cp to A~lcp' bijectively as ordered

sets. A"1 f moves points by a bounded amount since A-1/ restricted to Zn is

the identity. Since one-parameter subgroups of R" (i.e. straight lines) diverge,

cp = A~l<f>' and Acp = cp' as ordered sets. That is there exists a > 0 such that

A(v) — av'.

The converse implication is clear (see Lemma 1 below). Q.E.D. (Classical The-

orem)

The definition of isolation in §1 and the definitions made below abstract relevant

properties from the above proof.

Let G be a connected Lie group and T a discrete subgroup.

DEFINITION 1. Let cp be a one-parameter subgroup of G. cp has compact recur-

rence in G/T if and only if there is a sequence indexed by the integers

{rfc | k £ Z, rfc G R, sign(rfc) = sign(fc), r^ —► ±oo as k —> ±00}

such that there is a compact set in G/T containing the subset {cp(rk)T \ k £ Z} of

the trajectory of eT.

EXAMPLES, (a) If G/T is compact, then every cp has compact recurrence in G/T.

(b) If G = SL(n,R), T = SL(n, Z), and cp is unipotent, then by the Margulis

lemma cp has compact recurrence in G/T [8].

DEFINITION 2. (G,T) has the automorphism extension property if and only if

every automorphism of T extends to a Lie group automorphism of G.

EXAMPLE. G = R", T = Zn, and Aut(r) = GL(n,Z) C GL(n,R) = Aut(G).

DEFINITION 3. Let e be the identity of G. Let p: G —» G/T be considered

as a covering map, where p is the canonical projection.   Then (G,G/T) has the
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homeomorphism lifting property if and only if every homeomorphism from (G/T, eT)

to (G/r,er) lifts to a homeomorphism from (G,e) to (G,e).

EXAMPLE. If G is simply connected, (G, G/T) has the homeomorphism lifting

property.

THEOREM 1. Let G be a connected Lie group, T a discrete subgroup, p: G —►

G/T the canonical projection, cp and cp' one-parameter subgroups, and f : G/T —►

G/T a topological equivalence of the flows cp* and cp'*.

(a) If cp is isolated, and cp has compact recurrence in G/T, and f: (G/T,eT) —►

(G/T, eT) has a lift f : (G, e) —> (G, e) where e is the identity of G, and /|r is the
identity on T, then cp* and cp'* are topologically equivalent by the identity.

(b) In (a) above, if /|p is not assumed to be the identity but (G, T) has the

automorphism extension property, then cp* and cp'* are topologically equivalent by

an affine map preserving eT.

(c) Let T be a lattice in G, and (G, G/T) have the homeomorphism lifting prop-

erty, and (G,T) have the automorphism extension property. Let cp be isolated. Then

for any other cp' in G, the flows cp* and cp'* are topologically equivalent if and only

if they are affinely equivalent.

PROOF. We state without proof the following simple lemma.

LEMMA 1. (a) Let a~A be an affine map from G/T to G'/T'. Let ip be a one-

parameter subgroup ofG. Then a~A is a topological conjugacy and hence a topological

equivalence of the flows %p* and (a(Atp)a~1)*. (For notation, see below.)

(b) ip* on G/T and tp'* on G'/T' are topologically equivalent by an affine map

if and only if there exist a > 0 and an affine map bB: G/T —» G'/T' such that for

allt, b(Bip)b-1(t)=ip'(at).

NOTATION. For any cp of G and a £ G, acpa~l(t) = a0(i)a_1.

We return to the proof of Theorem 1. e is the identity.

(a) Since cp has compact recurrence in G/T, we can pick a sequence indexed by

the integers

{tk | k £ Z,tk G R, sign(tfc) = sign(k),tk —► ±oo as k —> ±00}

such that there is a compact set D in G/T containing {cp(tk)T \ k £ Z}. Since cp

and cp' are the lifts through e of the trajectories through eT of the flows cp* and

cp'*, fcp = cp' as an ordered set. The sequence {tk \ k £ Z} determines a sequence

indexed by the integers

{sk I k £ Z, Sfc G R, sign(sfc) = sign(fc), sk —► ±00 as k —» ±00}

such that f<p(tk) = cp'(sk).

LEMMA 2. Let f: G/T —► G/T be a homeomorphism with lift f: G —» G such

that /|r = identity on T. Let D c G/T be compact. Then {x(f(x))_1 : xT £ D} is

compact.

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. There exists a compact set D,DcG, such that if

xT G D, then there exists x £ D and 7 G T where x~f — x. f(x-)) = f(x)i since

/|r = identity map. If xT £ D, then

x(f(x))~1 =x1(f(x1))-1 =x1(f(x)1)~1 =x(f(x))~1.
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Therefore {^(/(z))-1 : xT £ D} C {x(fix))-1 :x£D}, which is compact.    Q.E.D.

{<p(tk)<p'(-Sk) :k£Z} = {0(ífc)(/(0(ífc)))-1 : k £ Z},

which is contained in {x(f(x))~1 : xT £ D}. Therefore, by Lemma 2, {<p(tk)cp'(-sk) :

k £ Z} has compact closure. Thus, cp is recurrently approached by cp' (see §1 for

definition).

Since cp is isolated, cp = cp' up to sense-preserving reparameterization. Therefore,

the identity map is a topological equivalence of cp* and cp'*.

(b) /|r is an automorphism of T. By the automorphism extension property of

(G,T), there is an automorphism A of G extending (f\r)~l- By Lemma 1, cp*

and (Acp'Y are topologically equivalent by the map Af: (G/T,eT) —► (G/T,eT),

which has the lift Af: (G,e) —> (G,e), where (A/)|r is the identity on T. Ap-

plying Theorem 1(a) shows that cp* and (Acp1)* are topologically equivalent by

the identity. Therefore, cp* and cp'* are topologically equivalent by the affine map

Ä_1:(G/r,er)-(G/r,er).
(c) Let /: G/T -+ G/T be a topological equivalence of cp* and 0'*. That T is

a lattice implies that G/T has finite volume and that cp* is a measure-preserving

flow. Therefore, by the Poincaré recurrence theorem [7, p. 8], we can find a point

aT in some compact set D in G/T, such that the trajectory of aT, t t—> (0(i)a)r,

keeps returning to D in both positive and negative time.

Let 6r = f(aT). Then, by Lemma 1, b~l fä: (G/r,er) -» (G/I\er) is a topo-
logical equivalence of (a~lcpa)* and (b~1cp'b)*. a~1cpa is isolated since 0 is iso-

lated.  a~lcpa has compact recurrence in G/T since p(a~lcpa) is the image under

the homeomorphism S_1 of the recurrent trajectory t i-+ (0(f)a)r. 6 /ä lifts to

a homeomorphism from (G, e) to (G, e) by the homeomorphism lifting property of

(G,G/T). By hypothesis, (G.T) has the automorphism extension property. There-

fore, by applying Theorem 1(b), we obtain that (a~1cpa)* and (b"1cp'b)* are affinely

equivalent. Therefore cp* and cp'* are affinely equivalent.    Q.E.D. (Theorem 1)

3. Theorem 2. In the nilpotent case, Theorem 2(a), below, is a corollary of

Proposition 2 (§6). However, the proof of Theorem 2 has greater conceptual and

geometric clarity.

THEOREM 2. Let G be a connected, simply connected, solvable Lie group, and

let the exponential map from the Lie algebra L(G) to G be a diffeomorphism. Let

{tk | k £ Z, tk £ R, sign(fc) = sign(<fc), tk —> ±oo as k —> ±00}

and

{sk I k £ Z, Sfc G R, sign(/c) = sign(s¿), sk —> ±00 as k —► ±00}

be sequences indexed by the integers. Let cp and cp' be one-parameter subgroups of

G.
(a) If {cp(tk)cp'( — sk): k £ Z} has compact closure, then cp = cp' up to sense-

preserving reparameterization. That is, every one-parameter subgroup of G is iso-

lated (see §1).

(b) Let G be nilpotent. If either of the sets

{cP(tk)cP'(-sk): k>0}    or    {<P(tk)cP'(-sk) : k < 0}
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has compact closure, then cp — cp' up to sense-preserving reparameterization.  There

are counterexamples when G is not nilpotent (see Lemma (b)).

NOTE. Theorem 2(a) applies whenever G is connected, simply connected, and

nilpotent, since then the exponential map is a diffeomorphism [12, p. 269]. Theo-

rem 2(b) is a sharper result which applies only to the nilpotent case.

PROOF. Since exp: L(G) —* G is a diffeomorphism, every connected Lie sub-

group is closed.

LEMMA, (a) Theorem 2 holds in case the dimension of G is less than or equal

to 3.

(b) There is a 2-dimensional nonnilpotent counterexample to the conclusion of

Theorem 2(b).

We postpone the proof of the lemma to the end of this section.

We proceed by induction on the dimension of G.

Assume the result if the dimension of G is < n, where n > 3.

Let the dimension of G equal n+1. We choose a connected, normal, Lie subgroup

77 of G, having dimension > 1 and codimension > 2 [6, p. 46]. If G is nilpotent,

let 77 be any one-parameter subgroup contained in the nontrivial center of G. Let

p: G —> H \ G be the canonical projection.

77\G is a connected, simply connected, solvable Lie group, with exp: L(H\G) —►

77 \ G a diffeomorphism and with its dimension < n. If G is nilpotent, then 77 \ G

is nilpotent [30, p. 238, 6, p. 400, and 29, p. 7].
Let X and Y be in L(G), and <p(t) = exp(iX) and cp'(t) = exp(iY), for all t in

R. Since {cp(tk)cp'(-sk): k £ Z} has compact closure, {(pcp(tk))(pcp'(-sk)) : k £ Z}

has compact closure. Since by the inductive hypothesis pep is isolated, it follows

that pep = pep' up to sense-preserving reparameterization. Therefore, there exists

a £ 7/(77) such that a + X — rY for some r > 0. Since ¿(77) is an ideal, ¿(77)

and X generate a subalgebra L(K) which has a dimension one greater than the

dimension of 7,(77). L(K) is the Lie algebra of K, a connected, simply connected,

solvable Lie group of dimension < n, with exp: L(K) —* K a diffeomorphism. If

G is nilpotent, K is nilpotent and isomorphic to R2. Since X and Y are in L(K),

cp and cp' are in K. Since K is closed in G, {cp(tk)cp'(—sk): k £ Z} has compact

closure as a subset of K. By the inductive hypothesis, cp is isolated as a subgroup

of K. Therefore cp = cp' up to sense-preserving reparameterization.

The same steps prove Theorem 2(b), since when G is nilpotent all the groups

involved are nilpotent.

It only remains to give the proof of the lemma.

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. In making computations the following geometric

and algebraic consequences of cp being recurrently approached by cp' are useful.

Let d be any metric on G induced from a right or left invariant Riemannian

metric. Then {cp(tk)cp'(—sk): k £ Z} having compact closure is equivalent to

{d(cp(tk),cp'(sk)): k £ Z} being bounded. Let G be considered as a subgroup of

GL(n,R) in some fixed representation. Let || || be any norm on the vector space of

n x n matrices. Then {cp(tk)cp'(-sk): k £ Z} having compact closure implies that

{U(tkW(-Sk)\\ : k£Z} is bounded.
Let n be the dimension of G.

If n = 1, the result is trivial.
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We examine 3 cases: (i) n = 2. (ii) n = 3 and G contains a normal Lie subgroup

of dimension one, (iii) n = 3 and G does not contain a normal Lie subgroup of

dimension one.

Case (i). If n = 2, G is isomorphic to either the abelian group R2, or to the

nonnilpotent matrix group

{(J î)l0>0'teR}

which we denote by So- L(So), the Lie algebra of So, is the Lie algebra of matrices

j(j    j¡)  cGR, dGRl [6, p. 44],

an element of which we denote by [c,d].

Theorem 2 is trivial for R2, where we use the Euclidean metric.

Let us write the elements of So as ordered pairs (a, b)  £ R+ x R, where

(a,b){a',b') = (aa',ab' + b).

exp:[c,d]~(ec,(d/c)(ec-l)).

After sense-preserving reparameterization, the three types of one-parameter sub-

groups of So are (1) «m (et,d(et -1)), (2) it- (e~t,d(e~t-1)), and (3) t^ (l,td).

d is any real number.

Let cp and cp' be one-parameter subgroups. We show that if cp is recurrently

approached by cp', then cp = cp' up to sense-preserving reparameterization. The

result is clear if cp is type (1) and cp' is type (2) or type (3), or if cp is type (3) and

cp' is type (1) or type (2). It only remains to check the case when cp and cp' are type

(!)•

Let || || be a norm on the vector space of 2 x 2 matrices.

So, let cp(t) = (et,d(et - 1)) and 0'(s) = (es,d'(es - 1)), for all t and s in R.

cp(t)cp'(-s) = (e*-s,e'fi'te-3 - 1) + d(et - 1))

= (el-s,e\d - d') + d'(el-s) - d).

Then supfcez \\cp(tk)cp'(-sk)\\ < oo implies that e^tk~Sk^ is bounded. Therefore

d — d', and thus cp = cp'.

We could also verify that the subgroups are isolated using the metric d induced

by the left invariant Riemannian metric (l/a2)(da <g> da + db ® db), which is the

Poincaré metric on the upper half-plane. If (a, b) £ R+ x R is considered as the

complex number z = b + ai, it can be computed that

At \        1        lZ2 -^ll + l¿2 -2i| ,. ,„nl
d(zl,z7) = log-—-:-r        [4, p. 130].

|Z2 - Zl\-\Z2 - Zl\

Since the one-parameter subgroups are, after reparameterization, the Euclidean

straight lines through (1,0), the result is intuitively clear. See the figure

To get a counterexample to the conclusion of Theorem 2(b) when G is nonnilpo-

tent, consider the subgroups cp: t i—► (et,et — 1) and cp': s i—► (es, — es + 1) of So-

(See the diagram.)   Reparameterizing the positive directions of the subgroups as
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cp    N

\

«-%--♦
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Euclidean half-lines in the upper half-plane, we have for t > 0, cp: 11-* (t + (t + T)i)

and cp': t i-+ (-t + (t + l)i).

■im^w.0-w)=iimiog¡^-';¡;r¡i:!¡+¡^:¡
i-*oo t-»oo |2( — t + (t + l)l)\ — I — 2t|

,.     ,      / VW+ 2t + 1 + t\
= lim log       .   „        =-    < oo.

t^oo    & \ V2Í2 + 2t + l-t)

Therefore taking tk = sk = k, we obtain that supk>Qd(ep(tk), cp'(sk)) < oo, but cp

is not a sense-preserving reparameterization of cp'.

Case (ii). Let n = 3, 77 be a normal Lie subgroup of G of dimension one, and

p: G —> G/77. Using the same argument we use in proving the inductive step

in Theorem 2, we show that if {cp(tk)cp'(—sk): k £ Z} has compact closure, then

pep = pep' up to sense-preserving reparameterization. This implies that cp and cp'

lie in the same 2-dimensional subgroup of G and thus, by Case (i), that cp = cp'

up to sense-preserving reparameterization. If G is nilpotent, G/77 is nilpotent and

isomorphic to R2. Therefore, by a similar argument, Theorem 2(b) follows in this

case.

Case (iii). Let n = 3 and G not have a one-dimensional normal Lie subgroup.

Since a nilpotent Lie group has a nontrivial connected center, G is not nilpotent.

The commutator subgroup [G, G] must be 2-dimensional, and thus isomorphic to

either R2 or So-

We show that [G, G] being isomorphic to So leads to a contradiction. Let X,

Y, and Z be a basis for L(G), with X and Y in L([G,G]). We can assume

that [X,Y] = X [6, p. 44]. If the range of ad(Z) on L([G,G]) has dimension

0, then [G, G] would be one-dimensional, which is not so. If the range of &d(Z) on

L([G,G]) has dimension 2, then L(Sq) has an invertible derivation, which is not

so. Therefore let the range of ad(Z) on L([G,G]) = RW for some W £ L([G,G]),

and let W = ad(Z)([U,V]) for some U and V in L(G). W = ad(Z)([U,V}) =

[ad(z)(U),V] + [U,ad(Z)(V)] which is contained in RX. This implies that X is a

one-dimensional ideal of L(G). This is a contradiction, since, by assumption, G has

no one-dimensional normal subgroup.

Therefore [G, G] must be isomorphic to 7?2. So [X, Y] — 0. By a result of Saito,

since exp: L(G) —► G is a diffeomorphism, ad(-Z) has no pure imaginary eigenvalue

[29 and 6, p. 400]. It follows that L(G) is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of matrices
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of the form
(c     -cO    0    a\

_ ,    for some fixed 8^0.
0       0      0c

0       0      0    07

We denote an element of L(G) by [a,b, c].  Exponentiating, we see that G is iso-

morphic to the group of matrices of the form

/ ezcos(z9) — ez sin(z6) 0 x\

ez sin(zd) ez cos(z6) 0 y

0 0 0 z     "

V       0 0 0 1/

That is, G is the semidirect product of R2 by R, where z £ R acts on R2 by a

rotation by z9 followed by a dilation by ez. Writing G as ordered triples, we obtain

{x,y,z)(x',y',z') = ((x,y) + ezRze(x',y'),z + z'),

where Rz$ is counterclockwise rotation of R2 by z6.

exp: [a,b,c] >—> ((ecRcg — I)(u,v),c)

where

Ö-G >)"(:;:>
After sense-preserving reparameterization, the three types of one-parameter sub-

group of G are

(l)ti-((e*Jlrt-/)(«,»), t),
(2) t ~ ((e-tR-to - I){u, v), -t), and

(3) «m (ta,tb,0).

u, v, a, and b are any real numbers.

We show that if ep is recurrently approached by cp', then cp — cp' up to sense-

preserving reparameterization. The result is clear if cp is of type (1) and cp' is of

type (2) or type (3), or if ep is of type (3) and cp' is of type (3) or type (2). It only

remains to check the case where cp and cp' are type (1). | || is some norm on the

space of 4 x 4 matrices.

So let for all t in R,

<P(t) = ((e'Rtg - I)(u,v),t),        cp'(t) = ((e'Rte - I)(u',v'),t).

4>{t)<p'(-a) = ((c'Ätfl - /)(«, v) + ¿Rteie-'R-ae - /)(«', A t - a)

= (¿Rtoiu -u',v- v') + e'-'Rft-^eiv!, v') - (u, v), t - s).

Since supfceZ [\cp(tk)cp'(-sk)\\ < oo, it follows that supfc€Z \tk - sk\ < oo. Therefore

sup[\(etk)R{tk6)(u - u',v -v')\\ < oo,
fcGZ

which implies that u = u' and v = v'. Therefore ep = ep'.

We could also give a geometric argument, using the metric d induced by the left

invariant Riemannian metric e~2z(dx ®dx + dyigi dy) + dz® dz. Q.E.D. (Lemma

and Theorem 2)
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4. Theorem 3. In this section we state and prove Theorem 3, which deals with

recurrently approaching one-parameter subgroups of SL(n, R) and other semisimple

Lie groups. Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, on which Theorem 3 depends, are

proved in §§5 and 6 respectively.

The proof goes roughly as follows. If cp and tp are one-parameter subgroups

of SL(n,R), they can be factored as cp — EiHiUi and tp = E2H2U2 where, for

i = 1,2, Ei has compact closure, 77¿ is positive semisimple and Ui is unipotent. In

this section we show that if cp is recurrently approached by tp, then H\Ui is recur-

rently approached by 772Ui- By Proposition 1, 77i = 772 up to sense-preserving

reparameterization. By Proposition 2, Ui = U2 up to the same reparameterization.

This proves Theorem 3.

THEOREM 3. Let cp and tp be one-parameter subgroups 0/SL(n, R). Suppose

that cp is recurrently approached by tp. Then there is a sense-preserving reparame-

terization tp' of tp and a one-parameter subgroup \ o/SL(n,R) with only positive

eigenvalues, such that cp(t) = Ei(t)x{t) and tp'(t) = E2(t)x{t), where Ei and E2

are one-parameter subgroups o/SL(n,R). Ei C Ei = Ki and E2 C E2 = K2,

where K\ and K2 are tori contained in the centralizer of X- Furthermore, there are

one-parameter subgroups 77 and U o/SL(n,R) such that x(t) = H(t)U(t). H(t) is

semisimple with only positive eigenvalues, andU(t) is unipotent. Ei, 77, andU are

in each other's centralizer. E2, 77, andU are in each other's centralizer. Moreover,

if cp and tp are in G, where G is a centerless, semisimple Lie group considered as

a subgroup o/SL(n,R) by means of the adjoint representation, then Ei, E2, Tii,

7Í2, 77, U, and x o,re in G.

PROOF.

LEMMA 1. (a) Let \\ \\ be any norm on M(n, R), the vector space of n x n

matrices. Let K be a compact set in GL(n,R). Then there exist positive constants

c and C such that, for all g £ M(n, R) and h £ K,

c|M| < M < C|M|    and   c|M|<||HI<G||S||.

(b) Let ep, tp, Ei, E2, Eicp, and E2tp be one-parameter subgroups of GL(n,R),

and Ki and K2 compact sets such that Ei C ifi C GL(n, R) and E2 C K2 C

GL(n,R). Then cp is recurrently approached by tp if and only if E\ep is recurrently

approached by E2tp.

PROOF,    (a) It is enough to prove the result for some particular norm ||

on M(n,R).   So let ||<?|| = sup^^, \gv\ where | | is the Euclidean norm on Rn.

Then for g and h in M(n, R), \\gh\\ < ||ff||||/i||.   Let G = supft€íf \\h\\ and c =

(sup^kII/T-1!!)-1- Then

c||0|| = c\\ghh-l\\ < e\\h-l\\\\gh\\ < \\gh\\ < \\g\\\\h\\ < C\\g\\.

Also

c||0|| = c\\h-lhg\\ < c\\h-l\\\\hg\\ < \\hg\\ < \\h\\\\g\\ < C\\g\\.

(b) Lemma 1(b) follows directly from Lemma 1(a) (see §3, proof of lemma).

Q.E.D. (Lemma 1)
We generalize the following decompositions to one-parameter subgroups.
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Complete multiplicative Jordan decomposition. For any element g £ GL(n, R),

there exist unique elements e, h, and u in GL(n,R) such that (i) g = ehu, (ii) g, h,

and u commute with each other, and (iii) u is unipotent, h is semisimple with all

its eigenvalues positive, and e is semisimple with all its eigenvalues of modulus 1.

It follows that e is contained in a compact connected subgroup. (The letters e, h,

and u are suggested by the terms elliptic, hyperbolic, and unipotent [12, p. 430].)

Real canonical form. The complete multiplicative Jordan decomposition of an

element g £ GL(n, R) can be read off from the real canonical form of g. For an

(n, n) real matrix, the real canonical form is the same as Jordan form for the real

eigenvalues. For a complex eigenvalue of the form a+bi, the blocks consist of (£ "ab)

on the diagonal and (i x) just below the diagonal [13, p. 126].

LEMMA 2. Let ep be a one-parameter subgroup of SL(n,R). Then there exist

one-parameter subgroups E, 77, U, and x of SL(n,R), which are in each other's

centralizer, and such that ep(t) — E(t)H(t)U(t) andx{t) = H(t)U(t). Furthermore,

E is contained in E = K, a toral subgroup of the centralizer of x, 77 is semisimple

and has all its eigenvalues positive, and U is unipotent. E, 77, and U are the unique

subgroups having these properties.

PROOF. Let <p(t) = etx, for all t in R. Pick a basis for Rn such that X is in

real canonical form. Consider the S + N decomposition of X. Then U(t) = etN,

for all t in R. E(t)H(t) = etS, for all t in R, is the O-P polar decomposition

with respect to the basis. Looking at the matrix representation with respect to

the chosen basis, we see that the subgroups are in each other's centralizer and

have the other required properties. The uniqueness follows from the uniqueness

of the complete multiplicative Jordan decomposition for any element in GL(n, R).

Q.E.D. (Lemma 2)

Now let cp and tp be the one-parameter subgroups of SL(n,R) referred to in

the statement of Theorem 3. Choosing, as in Lemma 2, Ei, Ei = K1: Hi, Ui,

Xi = HiUi, 7?2, 7?2 = 7^2, 772, L¡2, and X2 = H2U2, we obtain the following:

(i) Ei, Hi, and Ui are in each other's centralizer. E2, H2, and U2 are in each

other's centralizer.

(ii) Ei C K\ which is contained in the centralizer of xi and E2 C K2 which is

contained in the centralizer of X2- Ki and 7f2 are tori.

(iii) There exist Xi and X2 such that xi(i) = etx' and X2W = etX2 where Xi

and X2 have all their eigenvalues real.

(iv) eP(t) = Ei(t)xi(t) and tp(t) = ^2(0Xa(0-

By using Lemma 1(b), xi is recurrently approached by X2- Using Proposition

1 (§5) and Proposition 2 (§6), we can show that X2 is a sense-preserving repara-

meterization of xi- Thus after a sense-preserving reparameterization of tp, we can

assume that 77i — H2 = 77, Ui = U2 = U, and xi = X2 = X- This proves the

result for SL(n,R).

Now, let G be a connected, semisimple Lie group considered as a subgroup of

SL(n,R) by means of the adjoint representation. It follows that if, for g £ G,

g = ehu is the complete multiplicative Jordan decomposition of g as an element in

SL(n,R), then e, h, and u are also in G [12, p. 435]. Therefore all the subgroups

mentioned are in G.    Q.E.D. (Theorem 3)
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5. Proposition 1. The following proposition roughly shows that if cp is recur-

rently approached by tp where ep and tp have only positive eigenvalues, then up to

sense-preserving reparameterization they have the same semisimple parts. This is

done by showing that they have the same eigenvalues (Lemma 1) and the same gen-

eralized eigenspaces (Lemma 2). Therefore the unipotent part of cp is approached

by the unipotent part of tp. This result is the hypotheses used in Proposition 2.

PROPOSITION 1. Let ep(t) = etx and tp(t) = etY, for all t in R, be one-

parameter subgroups o/SL(n, R) such that all the eigenvalues of X and Y are real.

Let cp be recurrently approached by tp.

(a) ep is unipotent if and only if tp is unipotent.

(b) If ep and tp are not unipotent, there is a sense-preserving reparameterization

tp' of tp, where for all t in R tp'(t) = etY , such that the largest eigenvalue of X and

the largest eigenvalue of Y' are positive and equal.

(c) Let ep and tp be nonunipotent such that Ai — pi > 0, where Ai is the largest

eigenvalue of X and pi is the largest eigenvalue of Y. Then there are one-parameter

subgroups 77, Ui, and U2 with the following properties.

(i) 77 is semisimple with only real eigenvalues. Ui and U2 are unipotent. For all

t and s in R, </>(t) = H(t)Ux(t), ip(t) = H(t)U2(t), H(t)Ui(s) = Ui(s)H(t), and

H(t)U2(s) = U2(s)H(t).

(ii) Ui is recurrently approached by U2.

(iii) supfcez \tk — skI < 00 where {tk} and {sk} are the sequences for which

{Ui{tk)U2{—Sk)'- k £ Z} has compact closure (see §1).

PROOF. We first make some definitions and observations which will also be used

in the proof of Proposition 2.

DEFINITIONS. (I) Let spec(X) and spec(F) be the distinct eigenvalues of X and

Y respectively. Let "V and W be bases of R" in which X and Y are, respectively,

in Jordan form. Let, for all t in R, Hi(t) = etSi, £/,(t) = etNl, H2(t) = etS*, and

f/2(t) = etN2 be one-parameter subgroups, where X = Si + Ni and Y = S2 + N2

are the S + N decompositions. It follows that, for all t and s in R, Hi(t)Ui(s) =

Ui(s)Hi(t) and H2(t)U2(s) = U2(s)H2(i). For A G spec(X) and p £ spec(F), let

Vx = {x£Rn\Six = Xx}    and    W„ = {x £ Rn[S2x = px}.

That is Va and W^ are generalized eigenspaces of X and Y.

Rn = 0{Va|A G spec(X)} = 0{WM|p G spec(y)}.

(2) For v £ "V and x £ Rn, v*x equals the v coordinate of x with respect to the

basis V.

(3) Since cp is recurrently approached by tp, let {tk} and {sk} be the sequences

(see §1), such that {cp(tk)tp(—sk): k £ Z} has compact closure, and thus

{||0(ifc)V'( — sfc)|| : k £ Z} is bounded, where || || is any norm on the vector space of

n x n matrices.

(4) Chains in V and ~W are sequences of the form

(v,Niv,N2v,...)    and    (w, N2w,N^w,... )

respectively.   V and W are partitioned into maximal chains.   The first and last

elements in a maximal chain are called initial and terminal elements respectively.
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For v £ ")), S(v), the degree of v, equals r if N[v ^ 0 but N¡r 'v = 0. S(w), for

w £ ~W, is similarly defined. If v £ V fl 16, and 6(v) = r, then

ep(t)v = ext I v0 + tvi H-h — vT 1 ,    where vt = N\v.

Similarly, if w £ 1V D W7^ and 6(w) = r, then

tp(t)w = e**' I iuo + twi + ■■■ -\—-wT ) ,    where wl = N^w.

The following observations are used repeatedly.

Observations, (l) Since sup*.^ \[cp(tk)tp(-sk)\\ < oo, it follows that for v g M

and w £ W, supfceZ \v*ep(tk)tp(—sk)w\ < oo.

(2) Let v £ M n V\ and w G li1 fl W^. Then there are chains (vq, ... ,vp) and

(wo,... ,wq), where v — vp, w = wq, vq is an initial element, and wQ is a terminal

element.

(3)

v*tp(t)w = v*tp(t)w0 - v*eßt (wo + twi-{-h -j-w, )

q\

(4)

v*ep(t)w = v*cp(t)w = v* cp(t) ((vqw)vq + {v*w)vi + ■■■ + (v*w)vp)

= ext (j¡Mw) + Jt-^Mw) + ■■■ + (v*pw)^

(5) In particular, if v*w = 0 for i < p (equivalently, if v is of maximal degree in

the set {v £ V\ n V\v*w ¿ 0}), then v*cp(t)w = ext(v*w).

(6) Symmetrically, it is also the case that tp is recurrently approached by cp, and

suPfcez ||V'(sA:)0(-ifc)|| < oo. (The reason is that the closure of {tp(sk)ep(—tk)\k £

Z} is compact because the closure of {cp(tk)tp(—sk)\k £ Z} is compact.)

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1(a). We show first that if cp is unipotent, then tp is

unipotent.

Assume that cp is unipotent and tp is not unipotent. Let p be a nonzero eigenvalue

of Y, with eigenvector w £ W. Let v be of maximal degree in the set {v £ Vo fl "V =

M\v*w ̂ 0}. Then

v*<p(t)tp(-s)w = v*ep(t)e-"sw = e~ ^ v* ep(t)w = c-"^«*«;)

(see Observation 5). Since supfcgz \v*ep(tk)tp(—sk)w[ < oo, v*w = 0, which is a

contradiction.

By symmetry (Observation 6), ii tp is unipotent then ep is unipotent.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1(b). Since X and Y are in the Lie algebra of

SL(n,R), it follows that trace(X) = trace(F) = 0. Since spec(X) ^ {0} and

spec(Y) jt {0}, it follows that Ai, the largest eigenvalue of X, and pi, the largest

eigenvalue of Y, are positive. Let Y' = (Xi/pi)Y.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1(c). We need the following two lemmas.
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LEMMA 1. If cp and tp are nonunipotent and Ai = pi > 0, then spec(X) =

spec(Y) and sup^.^ \tk - sk\ < oo.

PROOF. The proof is postponed.

LEMMA 2. If ep and tp are nonunipotent, then, for all A G spec(X) = spec(F),

VxDWx.

PROOF. The proof is postponed (see end of §5).

Lemma 2 and the fact that R" = ©Va = ©Wa imply, by dimensional con-

siderations, that for all A, Va = W\. Therefore, for all A, Si and S2 agree on Va-

Therefore Si = S2, and hence 77i = H2- By letting 77 = 77i = H2, Proposition

l(c(i)) is proved.

00 > sup ||(/>(ifc)i/>(-Sfc)|| = sup \\H(tk)Ui(tk)U2(-sk)H(-Sk)[\
fcez /cez

= sup \\Ui(tk)U2(-sk)H(tk - sk)\\.
fc€Z

Since, by Lemma 1, supfeez \tk-sk\ < 00, it follows that supfeeZ ||17i(tfc)J72(—Sk)|| <

00 (see Theorem 3, Lemma 1). So Ui is recurrently approached by f/2.

To complete the proof of Proposition 1, it only remains to prove Lemma 1 and

Lemma 2.

PROOF OF LEMMA l. Lemma l requires the following sublemma.

SUBLEMMA. (a) For all p £ spec(F) there exists A G spec(Jf), such that

supfcez(A£fc -psfc) < °o.

(b) There is a bijection p from spec(X) to spec(Y) such that if p = /9(A), then

supfcez |Atfc - psk\ < 00.

PROOF OF SUBLEMMA. (a) Let w be an eigenvector associated to p, and pick

v of maximal degree from {v £ ~\>\v*w ̂ 0}. For some A, we have v £ V\. Then

v*cP(t)tp(-s)w = v*ep(t)e-^sw = e~ßSv*cP(t)w = e-"sext(v*w).

supfcez \v*cp(tk)tp(—sk)w[ < 00 implies that supfceZ(Aik — psk) < 00.

(b) By symmetry (Observation 6), for all A' G spec(X) there exists p' £ spec(Y)

such that supkez(p'sk — \'tk) < 00. Start with p, pick A, set A' = A, and then

pick p'. By addition, supfcez(Aifc — psk) < 00 and supk€Z(p'sk — X'tk) < 00 imply

that p' = p. Start with A', pick p', set p = p', and then pick A. By adding the

same formulas, we see that A = A'. This establishes the existence of a bijection p.

If p = p(X), supkeZ(Xtk — psk) < 00 and supk€Z(psk — Xtk) < 00 together imply

that supfceZ \Xtk — psk\ < 00.     Q.E.D. (Sublemma)

We return to the proof of Lemma 1.

Let p = p(X). supfcez \Xtk - psk\ < 00 implies that p(X) = 0 if and only if A = 0.

While if A t¿ 0, (X/p) — \imk^00(sk/tk) = lim/c^_0O(sfc/ifc), where the limits, in

fact, exist. By the conditions on {t^} and {sk} (see §1), lim¡t_>00(sfc/ífc) > 0, and so

p must be an order preserving bijection. So p(Xi) equals pi, which by assumption

equals Ai. So, for all p such that p = p(X), since X/p = \imk^00(sk/tk) = Xi/pi =

1, it follows that X = p. Therefore p is the identity and thus spec(X) — spec(F).

Picking A = Ai and p — p(Xi) — pi, supfceZ |Affc - psk\ < 00 implies that

suPitgz \tk ~ sk\ < °°-    Q.E.D. (Lemma 1)
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. The proof is by contradiction.
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Suppose there exists A such that it is not the case that Va D W\.

(i) Pick w of minimal degree in the set {w £ W\\w c£ Va}- There is a maximal

chain (w = wq,wi, ... ,wq) in ~W.

(ii) Pick v of maximal degree in the set {v £ (V — V\)\v*w ^ 0}. v £ V\i for

some A' ^ A.

-As / -,      o„.,     i   s   „., l  _ „-As,,*,v*cp(t)tp(-s)w = v*ep(t)e  Xs \w - swx + —w2 • • • 1 = e  Xsv*cp(t)w,

by our choice of w. e~Xsv*cp(t)w = e~Xsex *(v*w), by our choice of v (Observation

5). Since supA.ez \v*ep(tk)tp(—sk)w\ < oo, it follows that supk€Z(X'tk — Asfc) < oo.

If A = 0, then A' = 0, which is a contradiction since A' ^ X.

If A > 0,

lim   (sfc/ífc) < X'/X <  lim (sk/tk).
k—t — oo k—>oo

Since, by Lemma 1, both limits are equal to 1, it follows that A' = A, which is a

contradiction.

Similarly, if A < 0, we get the contradiction A' = A.

Therefore, Va D W\.    Q.E.D. (Lemma 2 and Proposition 1)

6. Proposition 2.

PROPOSITION 2. Let ep and tp be unipotent one-parameter subgroups of

SL(n,R). Let ep be recurrently approached by tp, where {tk\k £ Z} and {sk\k £ Z}

are the sequences chosen such that {ep(tk)tp(—sk): k £ Z} has compact closure.

Then tp is a sense-preserving reparameterization of cp. Furthermore, if

sup \tk - sk\ < oo,
fcez

then tp = ep.

PROOF. For all t in R, let ep(t) = etx and tp(t) = etY, where X and Y are

nilpotent. We use again the definitions and observations made in proving Propo-

sition 1 (§5), with the difference that here X and Y have no semisimple part and

spec(X) = spec(Y) = {0}. For convenience, we restate Observations 1-5 in this

context.

Observations. (1') For all v g V and w g If, supfceZ \v*cp(tk)tp(-sk)w\ < oo.

(2') Let v £ V and w £ W.   There exist chains (vo, ■ ■ ■ ,vp) and (wo,- ■ ■ ,wg)

where v = vp, w = wq, vq is an initial element, and wq is a terminal element.

(3')
t°

V*tp(t)w = V*tp(t)w0 = (v^Wo) + t(v*Wi) H-h —(VpWg).

v*ep(t)w = v*cp(t)w0 = —(vqWo) + -j-—^Kwo) + •   • + t(v*_iW0) + (v*w0).

(4')

tp tp~

(5') In particular, v*ep(t)w = v*w0 if v*wq = 0 for i < p, and v*ep(t)w =

(v*w0) + i(w*_ju;o) if v*wo = 0 for i < p - 1.

Clearly cp is the identity if and only if tp is the identity, and in that case Propo-

sition 2 trivially follows. So assume cp is not the identity and tp is not the identity.

The following two lemmas directly prove Proposition 2.
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LEMMA 1.   (a) There is a real number a > 0 such that supfceZ \atk — sk\ < oo.

(b) Let tp'(t) = tp(at), for all t in R. Then cp is recurrently approached by tp'.

The sequences {t'k} and {s'k}, chosen so that {cp(t'k)tp'(—s'k): k £ Z} has compact

closure, have the property that supfceZ \t'k — s'k\ < oo.

LEMMA 2.   7/supfcez \tk — sk\ < oo, then ep — tp.

It remains to prove Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. We need the following sublemma.

SUBLEMMA. (a) Let v £ V and w £ Vi), such that 6(w) = 0. If 6(v) > 6(w),

then v*w = 0.

(b) Let v £ V and w elf such that 6(w) = 1. If6(v) > 6(w), then v*w — 0.

(c) There are chains (i>o,th) in V and (wo,wi) in W where vi and Wi are

eigenvectors (i.e. 6(v) = 6(w) = 0), such that vi is of maximal degree in the

set {v £ V\v*wi t¿ 0} and either VqWo =0 or vo is of maximal degree in the set

{v£V\v*wo¿0}.

PROOF OF SUBLEMMA. (a) Let S(w0) = 0. Let v0 be of maximal degree in

{v £ y\v*wo t¿ 0}. If 6(vo) ^ 0, then there is a chain (i>o,i>i) m "V.

V*i<p(t)lp(-s)w0 = v\cp(t)wo = (v*xWo) +t(VQWo)

(Observation 5'). Since supfceZ \v*ep(tk)tp( — sk)wo\ < oo, it follows that VqWo = 0,

which is a contradiction. So S(vo) = 0.

(b) Let 6(wo) = 1. Then there is a chain (wo,wi) in "W. Let vo be of maximal

degree in the set {v £ V\v*wo ^ 0}. If 6(vo) > 1, there is a chain (vo, vi) in "V.

v*cp(t)tp(-s)w0 = v*cp(t)(w0 - swi) = v*cp(t)w0 - sv*cp(t)wi = vlep(t)wo,

since 6(wi) = 0, 6(vi) > 0, and thus (a) applies (Observation 5').

v*cp(t)wo = v*wo + t(vQWo)        (Observation 5').

Since supfeGZ \v\cp(tk)tp( — sk)wo\ < oo, VqWq = 0, which is a contradiction. There-

fore, <5(i>o) < 1- (We note in passing, that continuing inductively we could show

that for all v G V and w £ W, if 6(v) > 6(w), then v*w = 0.)

(c) Since we are assuming tp is not the identity, there is a chain (wq,wi) in W

where wi is an eigenvector (i.e. 6(wi) — 0). Pick vi £ V such that v*wi ^ 0. By

part (a) above, 6(vi) = 0 and vi is of maximal degree in the set {v £ V[v*wi ^ 0}.

If there is no chain of the form (vo,wi), then

v*1ep(t)tp(-s)w0 = v*cp(t)(w0 - swi) = v*w0 - s(v*Wi)

(see Observation 5'). Since supfcez \v*cp(tk)tp(—sk)wo\ < oo, v*Wi = 0, which is a

contradiction.

So let (i>o,wi) be a chain in "V. By part (b) above, either VqWo = 0 or vo is of

maximal degree in the set {v £ ~V\v*wo ̂  0}.    Q.E.D. (Sublemma)

We return to the proof of Lemma 1.

(a) Let (i>o,ui) and (wo,wi) be the chains referred to in Sublemma (c).

v¡ep(t)tp(-s)w0 = v\ep(t)(wo - swx)

= v\ep(t)wo — sv\ep(t)wi

= (v*wQ + t(t>QW0)) - s(vlwi)
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(by the choice of vo and vi, and by Observation 5'). Let a = (vqWq)/(vIwi). Since

suPfcez \v*(l>{tk)ip(-sk)wo\ < oo, it follows that supfceZ \atk — sk\ < oo and a > 0.

(b) Let tp'(t) = tp(at) for all t in R, and let t'k = tk, and s'k = sk/a.

{<P(t'k)tP'(-s'k) :k£Z} = {<P(tk)tP(-sk) :k£Z},

which has compact closure. So cp is recurrently approached by tp', with the sequences

being {t'k} and {s'k}. Furthermore

sup \t'k — s'k\ = sup \tk — sk/a[ < oo.
fc€Z fcez

Q.E.D. (Lemma 1)

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. By assumption, {ep(tk)tp(-sk): k £ Z} has compact

closure. Since, by Lemma 1, {tk — sk : k £ Z} is bounded, {tp(sk — tk) : k £ Z} has

compact closure. Since

<P(tk)ip(-tk) = cp(tk)tp(-sk)tp(sk - tk),

{cp(tk)tp(—tk): k £ Z} has compact closure and is bounded in any norm on the

vector space ofnxn matrices. But every component of the matrix valued function

cp(t)tp(—t) is a polynomial in t and therefore either diverges to infinity or is constant.

Therefore each component of the matrix valued function ep(t)tp(—t) is constant.

Since cp(0)tp(0) is the identity, it follows that, for all i, ep(t)tp(-t) is the identity,

and that, for all t, cp(t) = tp(t).    Q.E.D. (Lemma 2 and Proposition 2)

7. Theorem 4. Theorem 4 is a consequence of Theorem 3.

THEOREM 4. Let cp(t) — exp(iX), for all t in R, be a one-parameter subgroup

of a connected, semisimple Lie group G. If Condition (i) or Condition (ii) holds,

then ep is isolated. If G has finite center, Condition (i) and Condition (ii) are

equivalent.

CONDITION (i). G has finite center, and there is no compact connected Lie

subgroup in the centralizer of cp.

CONDITION (ii). For each Y in the centralizer of X (i.e. [X, Y] = 0), when ad(Y)

is semisimple then ad(Y) has some eigenvalue which is not pure imaginary and not

0.
PROOF. Let Z be the center of G, and let p: G -* G/Z be the canonical

projection.

(a) Z is trivial—Condition (i) implies ep is isolated. Since G is centerless, the

adjoint representation of G is faithful [12, p. 129]. Therefore we can consider

G to be a Lie subgroup of GL(n,R), where n is the dimension of G. Since G is

semisimple, the commutator subgroup [G, G] equals G, which implies that G is a

Lie subgroup of SL(n,R) [30, p. 243]. Also, since G is semisimple, G is a closed

Lie subgroup of SL(n,R) [12, p. 152].
Let ep be recurrently approached by tp, a one-parameter subgroup of G. Since G is

closed in SL(n, R), ep is recurrently approached by tp, where cp and tp are considered

as subgroups of SL(n, R). Applying Theorem 3, we see that there exists a sense-

preserving reparameterization tp1 oftp such that, for all t in R, <p(t) — Ei(t)H(t)U(t)

and tp'(t) = E2(t)H(t)U(t), where Ei, E2, 77, and U are subgroups of G with the

properties indicated in Theorem 3.
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If Condition (i) holds, since there is no compact, connected subgroup in the

centralizer of cp, it follows that Ei and thus also 7?2 are trivial. Therefore cp — tp'.

This shows that ep is isolated.

(b) Z is nontrivial -Condition (i) implies cp is isolated. Let cp be recurrently

approached by tp. Then pep is recurrently approached by ptp. Since Z is finite,

Condition (i) holding for ep implies Condition (i) holding for pep. Therefore, by (a),

pep is isolated and thus pep = pip. Since Z is discrete, p is a covering map and thus

one-parameter subgroups of G/Z iift uniquely to one-parameter subgroups of G.

Therefore ep = tp. Thus, cp is isolated.

(c) Condition (ii) implies cp is isolated. For W in the Lie algebra of SL(n,R), the

one-parameter subgroup 11—► etw has compact closure if and only if W is semisimple

and every eigenvalue of W is pure imaginary or 0. Therefore Condition (ii) is equiv-

alent to there being no compact connected subgroup in the centralizer in Ad(G/Z)

of the one-parameter subgroup t h-> exp(i(ad(X))). Since Ad: G/Z —> SL(n,R)

is faithful and Ad(G/Z) is closed in SL(n, R), this is equivalent to Condition (i)

holding for pep: 11—> exp,G>z\ tX. Since G/Z is centerless, pep is isolated ((a) above).

Since one-parameter subgroups of G/Z lift uniquely to one-parameter subgroups of

G, cp is isolated (see (b) above).

(d) Z is finite — Conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent. The argument in (c),

shows that Condition (ii) is equivalent to Condition (i) holding for pep. Since Z

is finite, Condition (i) holding for pep is equivalent to Condition (i) holding for

cp.    Q.E.D. (Theorem 4)

8. Theorem 5. Theorem 5, which concerns semisimple Lie groups, shows the

sufficiency of Condition (c) of Theorem A (Introduction). The weaker sufficient

condition on cp is that ep* be ergodic. Such ep are completely characterized by

Moore's ergodicity theorem as follows [20; 5, p. 598; 34].

Let G satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5 (below). In this restricted context the

definitions and assumptions involved in Moore's theorem reduce to the following.

A lattice r in G is reducible if and only if there exist connected normal subgroups

Gi and G2 such that G = G\ x G2 and (T C\Gi) x (T C\G2) is & subgroup of finite

index in T. A lattice T in G is irreducible if and only if it is not reducible. Let T be

any lattice in G. Then G = Gi x • • • x Gn, where, for * = 1,..., n, Gi is a connected

normal subgroup of G, Tz = T n G% is an irreducible lattice in G,, and Ti x • • • x r„

is a subgroup of finite index in T [26, p. 86]. Let cp be a one-parameter subgroup

of G, and let epi be its projection on G¿. Then, by Moore's theorem, cp* on G/T is

ergodic if and only if, for all i, ep% has noncompact closure in G¿. It follows that if

cp* on G/T is ergodic, then cp* x ep* on G/T x G/T is also ergodic and thus that ep*

on G/T is weakly mixing [24, p. 65]. It is also clear that Condition (2) of Theorem

5 is weaker than Condition (1) (Example 13, §10).

THEOREM 5. Let T and T' be lattices in G and G' respectively, where G and

G' are connected, centerless, semisimple Lie groups with no compact direct factors

and with no direct factor 77 such that both H is isomorphic to PSL(2, R) and TH

is a closed subgroup of G. Let cp and tp be one-parameter subgroups of G and G'

respectively. It follows that if Condition (1) or Condition (2) hold for ep, then ep*

and tp* are topologically equivalent if and only if they are affinely equivalent.
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CONDITION (1). There is no compact connected subgroup in the centralizer of

<P.
CONDITION (2). ep* is ergodic.

PROOF. Lemma 1 (below), allows us to consider G = G' and T = T'.

LEMMA l. Let G and G' be connected, centerless, semisimple Lie groups, with

lattices T and T' and identity elements e and e' respectively. Then any homeomor-

phism f: (G/T,eT) -► (G'/T',e'T') lifts to a homeomorphism f: (G,e) -* (G',e').

Note. To see that the conclusion of the lemma does not hold for any Lie group

and lattice, consider the following example. G = G' = R x S1, T = T' = Z x e,

G/T = S1 x S1, and /: S1 x S1 — S1 x S1 such that f(g, h) = (h, g) for ail g and
h in S1.

PROOF OF LEMMA l. Let p: G -> G/T and p': G' -> G'/T' be the canonical

projections. By covering space theory, it is enough to show that /*p*7Ti(G, e) C

p't7ri(G',e') [18, p. 156]. Therefore, it is enough to show that p*7Ti(G,e) and

p'*i"i(G',e') are the centers of iri(G/T,eT) and 7ri(G'/r',eT') respectively.

Consider the following commutative diagram of sequences where the horizontal

rows are exact, q: G —» G is the universal covering homomorphism, Z(G) is the

center of G, and A = q~l(T) [30, p. 62; 18, p. 158].

1 —> 7Ti(G,e) —► 7r1(G/A,èA)«7r1(G/r,er)

1 —->    Z(G) -►   A   -► r -► 1

1 —►    Z(G)-► G   -> G —► 1

Since G is centerless, the Borel density theorem implies that V is centerless [26,

pp. 84-87]. Therefore Z(G) is the center of A, which implies that p„7Ti(G, e) is the

center of Tri(G/r,er).

The same argument shows that p'*7Ti(G',e') is the center of 7Ti(GT', eT').

Q.E.D. (Lemma 1)

Since ep* and tp* are topologically equivalent, G/T and G'/T' are homeomorphic

by a map /, which we can take, after translation, to be basepoint preserving. By

Lemma 1, / lifts to /: (G, e) —> (G', e'). f restricted to T is an isomorphism from T

to T'. Since the conditions on G, G', T, and T' are precisely the conditions to which

the Margulis-Prasad version of the Mostow rigidity theorem applies, /|r extends to

an isomorphism A : G -» G' [22, p. 158, 17, 25, 34, p. 85].
Therefore, we can consider G = G' and T = I" (Lemma 1 of §2).

If Condition (1) holds, we verify that the conditions of Theorem 1(c) hold. By

Lemma 1, (G,G/T) has the homeomorphism lifting property. By the Mostow

rigidity theorem, (G,T) has the automorphism extension property. By Theorem

4, cp is isolated. Therefore, by Theorem 1(c), it follows that Theorem 5 is proved

wherever Condition (1) holds.

For the remainder of this proof, we assume that cp* is ergodic (Condition (2)),

and G is a subgroup of SL(n,R) by means of the adjoint representation (see proof

of Theorem 4). Let p be the left invariant Borel measure on G/T.
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As in the proof of Theorem 1, we can assume that the topological equivalence

of ep* and tp* has a lift /: (G, e) —► (G, e) such that /|r = identity on T, and that,

therefore, ep is recurrently approached by tp. It follows, by Theorem 3, that we can

assume that tp has been reparameterized so that, for all t, ep(t) = Ei(t)x{t) and

tp(t) — E2(t)x(t), where Ei, E2, and x are subgroups of G having the properties

referred to in Theorem 3.

LEMMA 2. There exists a subset S of G/T with p(S) — p(G/T), such that if

xT £ S, then f(x)x~l £ Nq(x), the connected component of the normalizer in G

ofx-

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Let S be the subset of G/T such that if xT G S, then

there exists a compact set D C G/T and a sequence

{tk\k £ Z,tk £ R,sign(fc) = sign(tk),tk —♦ ±00 as k —» ±00},

such that, for all k £ Z, ep*(tk,xT) = ep(tk)xT £ D. By the Poincaré recurrence

theorem [7, p. 8], since ep* is a measure preserving flow, p(S) — p(G/T).

Let xT G S. Let g = f(x)x_1. Note that g is independent of the choice of coset

representative.

{}(<P(tk)x)(cP(tk)x)-1 :k£Z}c {f(x)x~1 : xT £ D},

which is compact by Lemma 2 of Theorem 1. Therefore {f(cp(tk)x)(ep(tk)x)~l : k £

Z} has compact closure. Since / is a topological equivalence of cp* and tp*, there

exists a sequence

{sk\k £ Z,sk £ R,sign(fc) = sign(sfc),Sfc —► ±00 as k —► ±00},

such that f(cp(tk)xT) = ip(sk)f(xT), for all k £ Z. Lifting to G, we obtain

f(cp{tk)x) = tp(sk)f(x), for all k £ Z. Therefore, the set {tp(sk)gep(-tk): k £ Z},

which equals the set {tp(sk)f(x)x~1ep(—tk): k £ Z}, has compact closure. There-

fore {g~1tp(sk)gep(—tk): k £ Z} has compact closure, and thus, by definition, the

one-parameter subgroup g~xtpg is recurrently approached by ep. By Theorem 3,

there exists ß > 0 and a one-parameter subgroup E3 with compact closure, such

that, for all t £ R, g~ltp(ßt)g = E3(t)x(t). Therefore g-1E2(ßt)gg-1x(ßt)g equals

Ez(t)x(t). By the uniqueness of the decomposition of Theorem 3, we obtain, for

all t £ R, that g~lxißt)9 = x{t)- Therefore g is in NG(x).     Q.E.D. (Lemma 2)

LEMMA 3. Let f: G/T —» G/T be a topological equivalence of the induced flows

cp* and tp*, such that the lift f: G —► G has fr = identity on T. Then there exists

a one-parameter subgroup tp' of G, a homeomorphism f : G/T —* G/T with lift

/': G ^> G, and a set S c G/T invariant under ep* with p(S) = p(G/T), such that

(i) tp is conjugate to tp', and hence tp* and tp'* are affinely equivalent,

(ii) f'(x~i) = f'(x)~f, for all x£G and 7 G T,
(iii) /' is a topological equivalence of cp* and tp'*, and

(iv) for almost all xT in S, f'(x)x~1 £ K2Kix, where, for some ß > 0, cp(t) =

Ei(t)x(t) andtp'(t) — 7?2(í)x(/?í) are decompositions as in Theorem3, andK'2 and

Tii o,re the closures of E'2 and Ei.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3. Let S C G/T be as in Lemma 2. Let g: G -> G.

g: x h-> f(x)x~l.   Note that g(x^) — g(x), for all x £ G and 7 G T.   Let 7Í2
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be the closure of E2.   By Lemma 2, g induces a map S —* K2 \ Ng(x)/xKi,

xT i-> 7Í2 \ g(x)/xKi. First we show that this map is 0* invariant.

For all t, there exists s and s' such that

î(#)i) = ïm)*){<Kt)x)-1

= tp(s)f(x)x~1cp(—t)    (f is a topological equivalence)

= £2(S)x(sMx)£i(-i)xH)

= E2(s)g(x)x(s')E1(-t)x(-t)    (Lemma 2)

= E2(s)g(x)X{s' - t)Ei(-t).

Therefore

7i2 \ g(eP(t)x)/XK1 = K2 \ g(x)/XKu

which shows the cp* invariance of the map xT i—» 7f2 \ g(x)/x^i-

Since cp* is ergodic, the only a.e. invariant functions are a.e. constants. Therefore

xT i-> 7Í2 \ g(x)/xKi is a.e. constant. Thus there exists /i G Nq(x) such that

a.e. in S, 7Í2 \ g(x)/xKi equals K2 \ h/x^-i- Therefore for almost all aT in

S, g(x) is a member of the set K2hxKi, and h~lg(x) £ h~1K2hxKi. Since

h £ Nq(x), there exists ß > 0 such that, for all t, h~xx(t)h = xißt)- It is easy to

see that K'2 centralizes x, where K2 = /i_17i'2/i. Therefore for almost all xT in S,

/i"1^) G 7í27íiX.

Lemma 3 follows by making f' = h'o f, f'(x) = h~x f(x) for all x £ G, and, for

all t, tp'(t) = h^tp^h and E'2(t) = h-lE2(t)h.    Q.E.D. (Lemma 3)

LEMMA 4. Let cp(t) = Ei(t)x{t) and ip(t) = E2(t)x(ßt), ß > 0, be one-

parameter subgroups of G with a decomposition as in Theorem 3. Let f: G/T —>

G/T be a topological equivalence of cp* and tp* with lift f: G —* G such that f(xf) =

f(x)*) for all x £ G and 7 G T. Let S be a subset of G/T with p(S) = p(G/T),
which is invariant under cp* and such that, for all xT £ S, g(x) £ K2Kix, where

g(x) = f(x)x~1. Then there exists a measurable equivalence (not necessarily time-

preserving), f : S —> S of ep* and tp* with lift f such that f'(xf) = f'(x)i and such

that f'(x)x~1 £K2Ki.

PROOF OF LEMMA 4. The idea behind the proof is to slide / along the flow

lines of cp* to get an equivalence /' such that f'(x)x~l £ K2K1.

First we note that if, for some t £ R, k2 £ K2, and ki £ Kx, x(t) = ^2^1, then

{k2~nx(nt): n £ Z} = {/c": n £ Z}, which has compact closure. Therefore t — 0

(see Theorem 3). Thus x H K2Ki = e.

It follows that 7í~27íi x 7? —» K2Kix, (k2ki, t) *-* k2kix(t) is a homeomorphism.

For ir G S, let k2(x), ki(x), T(x) correspond to g(x) by means of this homeo-

morphism. T(x~i) = T(x), since g(x^) = f(x'))(x^)~1 = f(x)x~l = g(x). T is

measurable on S.

Define /': S -> S and its lift /', by

f'(x)=tP((-T(x))/ß)f(x)    and    f'(xT) = tP((-T(x))/ß)f(x)T.

Then

f'(x)x~1 = tP((-T(x))/ß)f(x)x~1

= E2((-T(x))/ß)X(-T(x))k2(x)k1(x)x(T(x))

= E2((-T(x))/ß)k2(x)kl(x) G K2Ki.

Q.E.D. (Lemma 4)
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LEMMA 5. Let cp and tp and S be as in Lemma 4. Let f : S —♦ S be a measurable

equivalence (not necessarily time-preserving) of cp* and tp* with lift f such that, for

all xT £ S and 7 G T, /(17) = /(x)7 and g(x) £ K2Ki, where g(x) = f(x)x~1.

Let ep* be ergodic.  Then cp* and tp* are affinely equivalent by the identity.

PROOF OF LEMMA 5. For xT G S, for all t G R there exists s £ R, such that

g(eP(t)x) = f(<P(t)x)x-l<i>(-t) = 1>(a)f(x)x-l<l>(-t)

= iP(s)g(x)cf>(-t) = E2(s)x(ßs)g(x)Ei(-t)X(-t)

= E2(s)g(x)Ei(-t)X(ßs - t) (g(x) G K2Ki)

= E2(t/ß)g(x)Ei(-t)    (range of g is 7í27íi implies ßs - t - 0).

Therefore, xT >-> g(x)Ki is a measurable conjugacy (many to one, but time-

preserving), of ep* onto the flow (fc2fciTíi,í) *-> E2(t/ß)k2kiKi on the space

(K2Ki)/Ki. (K2Ki)/Ki -* K2/(KinK2), k2kiKi ^ k2(KxnK2) is a topological

conjugacy of the flow (k2kiKx,t) i-> E2(t/ß)k2kxKi and the flow (k2(Ki OK2),t)

h-> (E2(t/ß)(Ki fl 7i2))(fc2(7ii n K2)), which is topologically conjugate to a one-

parameter subgroup induced toral flow.

By the Moore ergodicity theorem (see beginning of §8), ep* is weakly mixing.

For any weakly mixing flow the only eigenfunctions are constants. Now suppose

that a weakly mixing flow is measurably conjugate (possibly many to one, but

time-preserving) onto an induced toral flow. Since the conjugacy followed by a

projection onto a factor of the torus is an eigenfunction, it follows that the toral

flow is induced by the identity subgroup.

It follows that, for all i, E2(t/ß)(Ki n 7f2) = Ki n 7i2. Therefore, E2 and its

closure 7f2 are contained in Kx.

It follows that S —► Ki, xT *-> g(x), is a measurable conjugacy (many to one,

but time-preserving) of ep*s onto the flow on Ki induced by the subgroup t 1—>

E2(t/ß)Ei(-t). By the same argument as above, since ep* is weakly mixing, it

follows that, for all t, E2(t/ß)Ex(-t) = e. Therefore, for all t, E2(t) = Ei(ßt).

Thus tP(t) = E2(t)x(ßt) = Ex(ßt)x(ßt) = cp(ßt).    Q.E.D. (Lemma 5)
Lemma 2 through Lemma 5 complete the proof of the sufficiency of Condition

(2).    Q.E.D. (Theorem 5)

9. Proof of Theorem A and Theorem B. In this section, using the previous

results, we prove Theorem A and Theorem B (Introduction).

Proof of Theorem A for Condition (a) on nilpotent groups. We
can assume that G = G' and T = T', since if G/T and G'/T' are homeomorphic,

they are homeomorphic by an affine map A: G/T —► G'/T'. Furthermore, (G,T)

has the automorphism extension property (§2 (Lemma 1) and [15, Theorem 5, p.

292]).
We verify that the other conditions of Theorem 1(c) hold. (G,G/T) has the

homeomorphism lifting property, since G is simply connected. By Theorem 2, cp is

isolated.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem A for Condition (b) on solvable groups. By the
condition that the eigenvalues are real, we can assume that G = G' and T = T'.

Because, if G/T and G'/T' are homeomorphic, they are homeomorphic by an affine
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map. Furthermore, (G,T) has the automorphism extension property (§2 (Lemma

1), Gorbacevic [10], Mosak and Moskowitz [21], Saito [29, p. 166]; see §10(f)).

We verify that the other conditions of Theorem 1(c) hold. (G,G/T) has the

homeomorphism lifting property, since G is simply connected. Since for all X in

L(G), no eigenvalue of ad(X) is pure imaginary, it follows that the exponential

map is a diffeomorphism (Saito [29, and 6, p. 400]). Therefore, by Theorem 2, cp

is isolated.    Q.E.D.

Theorem A for Condition (c) on semisimple groups is Theorem 5. Q.E.D.

(Theorem A)

PROOF OF THEOREM B. Theorem B(a), which concerns nilpotent and solv-

able groups, is Theorem 2. Theorem B(b), which concerns semisimple groups, is

Theorem 4.    Q.E.D. (Theorem B)

10. Examples, comments, and questions. In this section we comment on,

ask further questions raised by, illustrate, and show the limits of our theorems.

(a) EXAMPLE 1. A nilpotent example of Theorem A is the well-known Heisen-

berg group, the group of (3, 3) matrices with 0 below the diagonal, 1 on the diagonal,

and any real numbers above the diagonal. Take the subgroup with integral entries

as the lattice T.

(b) EXAMPLE 2. Nonnilpotent solvable examples of Theorem A can be obtained

by starting with a matrix in SL(n, Z) which is semisimple with all its eigenvalues

real. Then there exists an action a: R —> SL(n,R) of R on Rn such that er(l) is

the matrix we started with. Using the action o~, let G = R™ x R, and using the

action <T|r, let T = Zn x Z.

(c) EXAMPLE 3. The condition for solvable groups (Theorem A, Condition (b))

is not necessary. The following is an example of a connected, simply connected,

solvable Lie group for which an eigenvalue of ad(X) is pure imaginary. But still

topologically equivalent flows ep\ and ep2 are affinely equivalent.

Let o(t) be the counterclockwise rotation of R2 by 27TÍ. Let S2 be the semidirect

product R2 x R, where o is the action of R on R2. Let T2 be the subgroup Z2 x Z,

which is isomorphic to Z3 since ct(1) is the identity. Then S2 is a connected,

simply connected, solvable Lie group. S2/T2 is compact. R2 is the commutator

of S2. There is an X in L(S2) such that ad(X) has eigenvalue 2-wi (X = 1 £

L(R) = R). The exponential map is not a diffeomorphism since in fact all one-

parameter subgroups not contained in R2 intersect [3, pp. 18-21, 31-38]. (S2,r2)

does not have the automorphism extension property, since, for example, the map

(x,y,z) i—» (A(x,y),z) is an automorphism of T2 for any A in SL(2,Z), but it

is an automorphism of S2 if and only if, for all t, A commutes with o(t).   But

Act(1/4)#6t(1/4)A, where A= f¿ j).

Any one-parameter subgroup contained in the subgroup R2 is conjugate to a

subgroup of the form t h-» (tx,0,0), x > 0. Any one-parameter subgroup not

contained in R2 is conjugate to a subgroup of the form t t-> (0,0, tz). The map

(x, y, z) »-► (y, x, -z), which is an automorphism of S2 and of r2, takes a subgroup

of the form t *-» (0,0, tz) where z is negative to a subgroup of the form 11-> (0,0, tz)

where z is positive. Therefore it follows that the flows <j>\ and 02 are topologically

equivalent by an affine map if both the subgroups cpi and ep2 are contained in R2

or if neither of the subgroups cpx and cp2 are contained in R2 (§2 (Lemma 1)).
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However, if epi is contained in R2 and cp2 is not contained in R2, then the flows

ep* and ep*, are not topologically equivalent. To see this consider ^:(h (t,ty,0)

where y is irrational, and ep2: t *->■ (0,0,t). All orbits in the flow cp2 are periodic,

but in the flow cp\ the orbit of (0,0,0)r2 is not periodic.

(d) EXAMPLE 4. In the solvable case, sometimes when Condition (b) of Theorem

A fails, the conclusion fails. That is there are topologically equivalent flows which

are not affinely equivalent. The following example is in [3, p. 33].

Let G = S2 and T = T2 from Example 3 above. Let G' = R3 and T' = Z3.

Let epi : 11—> (0,0, —t) be a subgroup of S2, and cp2: t i—► (0,0, t) a subgroup of R3.

/: (x, y, z) i—► (—o(—z)(x, y), —z) is a diffeomorphism from S2 to R3 which induces

a diffeomorphism / from S2/T2 to R3/Z3. / is a topological equivalence, and in

fact a topological conjugacy, of cp\ and ep2, but cp* and ep2 are not affinely equivalent

since S2 and R3 are not isomorphic.

(e) EXAMPLE 5. In the solvable case, sometimes when Condition (b) of Theorem

A fails, the conclusion fails even when G = G' and T = F'.

Let G = G' = S2 x R3 and T = T' = T2 x Z3. The subgroups </>i of S2 and

ep2 of R3 referred to in Example 4 can be considered as subgroups of G. The

map / of Example 2 can be considered as a diffeomorphism of R3 with S2 as well.

/ = f-1. Then F(g,h) = (f(h),f(g)) is a diffeomorphism of G with G which

induces a diffeomorphism F of G/T with G/T. F is a topological equivalence, and

in fact a topological conjugacy, of cp\ and cp2.

Suppose <p\ and ep2 are affinely equivalent. Then there exists a £ G, s > 0,

and an automorphism A of G which extends an automorphism of T, such that

(Acpi)(t) = (acp2a~1)(st) (§2, Lemma 1). Since cp2 is a subgroup of R3, aep2a~l —

ep2- Since A(T) = T, s must equal 1. So Aepx = ep2.

Let A' : R2 —» R2 be the isomorphism gotten by restricting A to the commutator

[G, G], which is the normal subgroup R2 of S2. It must be the case that

A:((x, y, -t), (0,0,0)) -► ((A'(x,y),0), (0,0, t)).

But then there exists gi = ((2:1,2/1,-ii), (0,0,0)) and g2 = ((x2,y2, -t2), (0,0,0))

such that A(g\g2) ^ A(gi)A(g2). This contradiction shows that the flows cp* and

cp2 are not affinely equivalent.

(f) Automorphism extension for solvable groups. In Condition (b) of Theorem

A, we require that ad(X) have only real eigenvalues in order to insure that (G, T)

has the automorphism extension property, which is required in Theorem 1(c). The

following example shows that not every (G,T) has the automorphism extension

property, where T is a lattice in G and G is a connected, simply connected, solvable

Lie group such that exp: 7,(G) —► G is a diffeomorphism (Milovanov [19]).

EXAMPLE 6. Let Re be clockwise rotation of R2 by 6. Let o(t) be in SL(4,R)

where

er(t): (xl,x2,x3,x4) ^ (ektR2nt(xi, x2),e~ktR2nt(x3, x4)),

and ek + e~k = m for some integer m > 2. Let G = R4 x R, where R acts

on R4 by a. Let XX,X2,X3, and X4 be the standard basis of R4. Let c =
ek - e~k. Let Y, = -e~kXi + ekc~1X3, Y2 = -e~kX2 + ekc~1X4, Y3 = -X, +

c_1X3, and Y4 = —X2 + c_1X4. The {F¿} is a basis and it generates Tu, a

uniform discrete subgroup of R4. Since cr(l)(Yi) = Y3, ct(1)(Y2) = Y4, <j(l)(Y3) =

—Yi + mY3, and o-(l)(Y4) = —Y2 + mY4, it follows that o(l) is an automorphism
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of ru. Therefore T = Tu x Z is a uniform discrete subgroup of G. For any

A £ SL(2,Z), a: (xi,x2,x3,x4) >—> (A(x\,x2),A(x3,x4)) is an automorphism of

Tu which commutes with o(l). Therefore tp: (v,r) i-> (av,r), for all (v,r) in

Tu x Z, is an automorphism of T. Any extension of tp to G must be of the form

(v, r) i—► (qu, r), for all (v, r) in G. But if A has been chosen to be (01)1 then the

map (v, r) t—> (qv, r) is not an automorphism of G since ct(1/4)q ^ cw(l/4).

Question. Which (G,T) have the automorphism extension property, where G is

a connected, simply connected, solvable Lie group with exp: L(G) -»Ga diffeo-

morphism, and T is a lattice in G?

(g) Semisimple case. We first give examples of isolated and not isolated sub-

groups.

EXAMPLE 7. Let G be a semisimple subgroup of SL(n,R). Let ep(t) = etx, for

all t in R. If X has n distinct real eigenvalues, then ep is isolated.

PROOF. Consider ep as a subgroup of SL(n,R). ep does not have compact

closure. If [X, Y] = 0, then Y is a diagonal matrix. Therefore, there is no compact,

connected, subgroup in the centralizer of ep. By Theorem 3, ep is isolated as a

subgroup of SL(n,R). Therefore, ep is isolated as a subgroup of G.

EXAMPLE 8. Every nontrivial unipotent subgroup of SL(3,R) is isolated.

PROOF. The proof is by contradiction.

Let ep: 11-+ etx, for all t in R, be a nontrivial unipotent one-parameter subgroup

of SL(3,R) which is not isolated. Then, if ep is recurrently approached by tp, it

follows by Theorem 3 that tp = Ecp, where, for all t in R, E(t) = etY, E(t)ep(t) =

cp(t)E(t), E has compact closure, and XY = YX. X is nilpotent, and Y must be

conjugate to a matrix of the form

Thus X and Y are respectively the nilpotent and semisimple parts of the linear

operator X + Y. Putting X + Y in real canonical form (§4, [13, p. 126]), we see

that X must be 0, which is a contradiction.

EXAMPLE 9. ep and ep' are subgroups of SL(3, R), where for t £ R,

and

: cos t    —et sin t      0

cp'(t) =  I e'siní     e'cosi        0

0 0 e •it

Since ep is recurrently approached by ep', neither ep nor ep' is isolated. Observe that

ep and ep' have a compact subgroup isomorphic to the unit circle in their centralizer.
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EXAMPLE 10. Let ep and ep' be subgroups of SL(4,R), where

/l    0    0    0\

Mt\      1*10   0W)=    0   0   10

lo   0   0   1/

and

/l    0      0 0    \

,,m =   *   i    o       0
^lJ 00    cosí    -siní     '

Vu    0    siní     cosí /

for all t in R. ep is a unipotent subgroup which is recurrently approached in norm

by ep'. Neither ep nor ep' are isolated.

The following are examples to which Condition (c) of Theorem A applies.

EXAMPLE 11. Let G, G', T, and T' satisfy Condition (c) of Theorem A. In

addition, let G be a subgroup of SL(n,R) and let ep be chosen as in Example 7. To

be more specific, we could let G = PSL(m,R) and T — PSL(m, Z), for any m > 2

[26, Chapter 10]. Let ep' be a subgroup of G'. Then ep* and ep'* are topologically

equivalent if and only if they are affinely equivalent.

EXAMPLE 12. Let G = SL(3,R), and let T, G', and T' satisfy Condition (c)

of Theorem A. Let ep and ep' be one-parameter subgroups of G and G' respectively,

with ep unipotent. Then ep* and ep'* are topologically equivalent if and only if they

are affinely equivalent (Example 8).

EXAMPLE 13. Let G = PSL(n,R), n > 2, and let T, G', and T' satisfy

Condition (c) of Theorem A. Let ep and ep' be one-parameter subgroups of G and G'

respectively, such that ep has noncompact closure (Example 9). Then ep* is ergodic

(see beginning of §8). Therefore Condition c(2) is satisfied, and thus ep* and ep"

are topologically equivalent if and only if they are affinely equivalent.

(h) Topological equivalence of G-induced flows does not imply affine equivalence

or topological conjugacy after constant reparameterization. Let T and T' be uniform

discrete subgroups of G = G' = PSL(2,R). Then G/T and G/T' are the unit

tangent bundles to Sr and Sr', compact surfaces with curvature —1. Let

*-*■-.(* ;.)■

q: SL(2,R) —► PSL(2,R) is the canonical projection. Then the flows ep* and ep'*

on G/T and G/T' are the geodesic flows of Sp and Sp< [3, p. 26].

If Sr is homeomorphic to Sp', then ep* and ep'* are topologically equivalent [11;

1, p. 26]. However, if there is no a G G such that ara-1 = T', then there is no

affine map from G/T to G/T', and hence cp* and ep'* are not affinely equivalent. The

existence of T and T' such that Sr and Sr' are homeomorphic compact surfaces, but

T and T' are not conjugate subgroups follows from the well-known fact that there

exist compact surfaces of curvature —1 which are homeomorphic but not isometric.

Since a topological conjugacy of flows preserves the periods of closed orbits, a

topological conjugacy of geodesic flows preserves the length of closed geodesies.
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Let the length spectra, TS(T) and LS(r'), be the lengths with multiplicities of the

closed geodesies on Sr and Sr". There exist T and T' such that Sr and Sr" are

homeomorphic but LS(r) ^ LS(r'), and, furthermore, there is no a > 0 such that

a(LS(r)) = LS(r') [33]. Therefore ep* and cp" are topologically equivalent but not

topologically conjugate. Furthermore, there is no constant reparameterization of

ep'* which would make the flows topologically conjugate.
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